
An exact duplicate of 

the Sound Blaster 1.0!



That was almost 

30 years ago!

Christmas, 1989...

...A killer card appears!



It’s glorious!
If you like scratchy 

8-bit sound. Grmph





WAT.



Haha that’s why he 

doesn’t own one!



Usual methods for reverse engineering 

printed circuit boards:

Visual 

inspection...

This only works 

for one and two 

layer boards!



Visual inspection with a strong light...

But copper blocks 

your view sometimes.



Ohming it out...

So tedious and 

sometimes 

impossible!



X-Ray...

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:X-Ray_Circuit_Board_Zoom_3.jpg

It’s nice-if you 

have money!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:X-Ray_Circuit_Board_Zoom_3.jpg


3D X-Ray CT...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itTkItXiHsk

It’s nice if you have 

a LOT of money!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itTkItXiHsk


Or sand it down!

Error: toxic dust



http://www.grandideastudio.com/pcbdt/

Joe Grand has some 

good info.

http://www.grandideastudio.com/pcbdt/


But I can’t use any of these approaches since 

I don’t have a card!

I just have a photo of the front and the back.



But it gets worse!



Yeah, what’s this 

little guy?

Intel...hmmm 12MHz?

What about this chip?



Turns out it’s an Intel 8051!

The pinouts match!

Random people on the 

Internet
TM

 agree

So just dump it 

already!
Yeah!

What he said!

You heard him! 

He doesn’t own 

one!



China to the rescue!?

...And why would 

anyone else besides 

me buy this chip?!?



And recently 

laser-marked?

It looks 

Black-topped!

The chips arrive, and...

Please allow 

2-4 weeks for 

laser marking 

hahaha



I like his 

concern for fire 

safety...

Stay tuned to find out what happens next...

Dude, it’s a Dell.

Time to dump!









Now to reverse the layout.





There are traces 

under me!



Fortunately Twitter 

came to the rescue!







JPEG artifacts strike back!

I ended up just getting 

better pictures.

Why doesn’t he 

just get better 

pictures?

Because social 

media engagement.



Schematic capture begins.

(Cue ‘80s montage)





It’s too small 

to read!

SHH!









It’s layout time!









It lines up with 

that 0.1” grid!

My eyes hurt.

To check, we overlay it 

on the original scan...



May I present...the Snud Bluffer!



Hi I’m an 80C51!

Meanwhile, in a 

secret laboratory...

We use acid to decap 

the chips from china



Unfortunately for our hero...



What secrets do 

I contain?

Look! It’s a 

Chinese clone 

sound blaster!

Wow!

My friend Al comes to the 

rescue and gives me this:



Ow.

Sweet 

desoldering 

gun!

Haha they 

didn’t set the 

lock bit!

Dude, it’s a 

Dell!

Shut the 

hell up!



Hi I’m IDA PRO!

So how to disassemble…?

And I’m RADARE



It was a bit easier than I thought.



It has “copy protection.”

Hey it’s 

missing RETI!

lulz

Wait, isn’t Anchor 

Electronics that place 

in Santa Clara?



FF

80

00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

And some interesting code--

--that can record audio with no ADC!



Oh! Yamaha 

OPL2 chips!

And audio 

amplifiers!

More goodies arrive from China...



Including CMS sound chips, 

aka SAA1099 chips.



I also wrote a little test 

program in Turbo C



Ugh, far pointers.



Oooh!

Aaah!

I wanna pop the 

bubble wrap

Finally the Snark Barker boards arrive!

But it says Snood 

Bloober.



Haha it says 

“made in anger”

Much soldering ensues!



And the moment of truth arrives...

C’mon, will 

it work?!

I can’t handle 

the suspense!

Will the Sound Bladder work?

Or was it all just a huge waste 

of time, money, and memes?







But what about those 

totally legit DSP 2.02 chips 

from China?



Let’s test one!

You expect that to 

work?



Well that was 

unexpected!



Can we make the 80C51 

give up its secrets?

Time for some circuit tracing...



Here’s a latch.

I’m not 

seeing it.



Confusing? Let’s 

strip away the top 

metal layer.

What am I even 

looking at?



How about this?

IN OUT

LOAD

LOAD

OUT

IN

VCC

GND



Is there a test mode 

we can use?

Here’s a typical circuit within.

That’s a lot of 

circuitry to trace!



Can we do this 

automatically?

But with a machine 

learning algorithm that 

can correlate the bottom layer ………………….

It’s really hard to see 

with those shadows!



It’s a complex circuit!



Tracing out the ROM may be 

easier!



Sense Amplifier

Address MUX

NAND Array



A11:A8

A7:A5

A4:A0 Column Mux Data Out to Next MUX
This is a NAND ROM.

64 columns MUX to 1 

output data bit.

There are 8 data bits.

And there are 64 row inputs.

4096 bytes.

Precharge#

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

_ _ _0

_ _ _1



If only it was like the 

80C51’s microcode ROM!

I can see the bits!



Anyway, this is the sense amplifier.

CLKOUT
READ#

IN



Turns out that the address lines 

always drive the ROM!

So if you put the 80C51 in 

external address mode and 

feed it NOPs...

Yes, it counts up through all 

possible addresses!





CLKOUT
READ#

IN

PROBE POINT



Off to the secret lab to try this out!

Hey, that’s not 

your name!



First, I practiced using a clock test pad.

The craters, punched with a laser, expose 

the top metal to the probe.

The shadow 

is the probe 

tip!



Success!

External 

clock

Internal 

clock phase



Sorry to interrupt, but aren’t 

these tungsten probes tiny?

They’re thinner than a 

human hair!



Time to reposition over a data bit!



Here’s a ROM bit output.

After making a hole with the laser.

will it work?
The suspense!





Address Pins

A data bit!

Just have to repeat this 7 times!



A crappy Python program turned this...

Into this...

Wait, 

something’s 

not right.



Hmm, wrong bit order?

Time for a quick pop count.
(80C51 reference binary)

0x43 = 0100 0011 0xc2 = 1100 0010

Haha, you got 

the bit order 

reversed!



That’s cool, but 

does it work?



Well that was 

unexpected!

After burning the image in a modern Atmel 

AT89S51...



I’ve got some disassembly to do! 



I found some things!

Seven previously unknown DSP commands

A “Playback from SRAM” mode that 

doesn’t use DMA!

Remnants of some sort of 

ADPCM lookup table

Someday you 

need to release 

that binary!



The End.

But what about 

that secret 

512-byte ROM 

you found?

SHHH!



Yeah so I found 512 extra bytes.

They can be muxed in place of the 

user ROM. That’s all I know!



Meanwhile... Someone’s selling a 

Snark Barker!

WAT.



Any questions?

@TubeTimeUS http://tubetime.us



Bonus Slides!



Oooh, I love this 

movie!
ShHhHhH!



Early AdLib ad, 

October 1987

They hadn’t yet filed for a 

trademark in this early ad.
(Later ad.)

$245 Price



The Creative Music System was 

Creative’s first product, introduced 

in August 1987.

Radio Shack later sold 

it as the Game Blaster.



Prototype SB 1.0



Note the prototype card in this 

December 1989 article in Compute!

Oooh, it’s 

the talking 

parrot!



SB ad from 

October 1990.

$240 price.

But they paid you 

$100 for your old 

Ad Lib card!

By December, the price 

had fallen to $179!



While Ad Lib struggled to 

design the Ad Lib Gold, a 

sound card with advanced 

digital capabilities...

...Creative Labs was already 

selling the Sound Blaster 

Pro which could connect to a 

CD-ROM drive!



Creative Labs used three 

important factors to win 

the market:

Price.

Value.

Software 

support.


